Premium Quality Natural Stone Tiles
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Here’s something we feel you should
know about Premier Stone. Our specialist
team has been importing the best quality
natural stone tiles from around the world
for nearly 10 years.
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During that time, we have developed our
expertise for hand selecting the perfect
stones for all interiors and design concepts.
Our network of retailers will work with you
to help you achieve the design scheme
you desire with the quality you expect.
We hope you enjoy this brochure as much
as we do sourcing these beautiful natural
stone tiles.
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MARBLE
COLLECTION

3

BOTTICINO

ITALIAN CARRARA

Botticino is a classic marble. Cream and light beige tones with occasional white

Premier Stones Italian Carrara is a real classic. An off-white back ground and grey

veins running through, allow this marble to settle in with many colour schemes.

veining with a slight blue tinge gives this marble a beautifully timeless look. Italian

Perfect for both contemporary and classic situations. Suitable for use throughout

Carrara is available in polished and honed finishes allowing complete versatility

any home, particularly kitchen flooring and bathrooms.

throughout your home.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Polished

610x305x12mm
610x406x12mm
50x50x12mm mosaics

Polished

600x300x10mm

Honed

600x300x10mm

Honed

610x406x12mm
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NOVA CARRARA

DIANA ROYAL

An elegant, almost pure white background with stunning cloudy

Beautifully toned creams and beiges, in the shape of dramatic waves and striking

grey veining running through allows our Nova Carrara to settle in

swirls give our Diana Royal an unmistakably marble appearance. Offered in both

with any contemporary setting. Whiter than our Italian Carrara but

polished and honed finishes, creates a marble that will be a wonderfully varied back

offering more of a subtle statement is perfect if you are after a

drop in any home.

marble that harmonises with the furniture around it.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Polished

600x400x12mm

Polished

610x406x12mm

Honed

600x400x12mm
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LIVORNO

EMPERADOR NERO

Wonderfully smooth to the touch, intricate white veining and a light

With its beautifully intricate white spider web like veining lying on top of an almost

mushroom coloured background all helps our Livorno Marble to be

black base colour, our Emperador Nero simply oozes luxury. In the available polished

a designer’s dream. Able to settle within any grey and cream

finish, this marble is simply perfect for a dark and moody bathroom design.

settings in both honed and polished finishes allows sheer versatility
whether it be a bathroom or living area.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Polished

610x406x12mm

Polished

610x305x12mm

Honed

610x406x12mm
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EMPERADOR SMOKE

PERLA

A base colour which is lighter than that of our Emperador Nero,

Subtle white and cream tones make our Perla marble a go to for designs needing

matched with heavier white veining gives this marble a luxurious

a polished tile that works with everything. Intricate Emperador veining also enables

smoky grey appearance. In a polished finish, Emperador Smoke

this tile to have enough detail to showcase luxury but also not over power a room.

would help create a beautiful stand out bathroom.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Polished

610x305x12mm

Polished

610x305x12mm
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ARTIC GREY

PLATINUM BEIGE

A crystalized off white background with stunning light and dark grey linear

Cream and beige over tones, with a sleek silver background make this beautifully

patterns comes together to make our cool Artic Grey marble. In a honed

varied marble incredibly tactile throughout living spaces in a home. Stocked in

finish, it becomes a real favourite for contemporary bathrooms.

polished and honed finishes, contemporary settings are the perfect place for
this marble.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Honed

610x305x12mm

Polished

610x406x12mm

Honed

610x406x12mm
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PACIFIC GREY

VIOLETTA

Dramatic grey linear waves give this honed marble a real unique and striking

Simply stunning and one of a kind. That is the only way to describe

presence. Our pacific grey is perfect if you want your walls and floors to make

our Violetta marble. Each tile has a unique and dramatic array of

a real statement around the home.

veining, allowing this marble to take a contemporary bathroom to
the next level. With the tile being polished and enhancing the colour,
the beautifully intricate violet veins really stand out on their own.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Honed

610x305x12mm

Polished

610x305x12mm
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NOIR
Showcasing a deep black as its background and dramatic white veins throughout,
our Noir marble polished is pure luxury. Perfect for those after a monochrome
bathroom that really pleases the eye. A real showstopper!

LIMESTONE
COLLECTION

FINISH

SIZE

Polished

610x305x12mm
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PREMIER SILVER

MOLEANOS BEIGE

Light grey/silver base tones with delicate veining really expresses a masterpiece of

A designer’s dream, the beige and neutral colour palette of our

natural beauty. Available in a range of sizes in polished and honed finishes allows this

Moleanos limestone makes it an easy choice to work amongst

tile to deal with the of grandest contemporary settings.

many colour schemes. Available in a silky honed finish in 10mm and
15mm, you can use this tile floor and wall in the most contemporary
bathrooms. Also, being 15mm makes it an incredibly durable tile,
meaning high traffic areas are of no concern.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Polished

610x406x12mm
50x50x12mm mosaics

Honed

600x400x10mm
600x400x15mm

Honed

610x305x12mm
610x406x12mm
610x610x15mm
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MARINE

JURA BEIGE

An unusual limestone, with an olive base colour and beautifully detailed fossils

Premier Stones Jura Beige is as strong and durable as stones come. Renowned for

scattered all over makes this stone a real find. Available in a honed finish and a

its encapsulated ammonite fossils and subtle tones of beige and light brown on a

heritage style tumbled finish with softly rounded edges makes this stone perfect

dark cream backdrop makes this stone well suited to any area throughout the home.

for contemporary or rustic design schemes.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Honed

610x406x12mm

Honed

600x400x10mm
600x400x15mm
600x600x15mm
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JURA GREY

PREMIER GREY

The partner colour to our Jura Beige. Our Jura Grey offers intricate

Light grey/beige under tones with cream and grey veins make this stone a dramatic

dark grey detail on a light grey backdrop. In certain lights and colour

delight for the eye. Being one of our more varied stones in the range, it will settle

palettes the warm grey tones can transform to an earthy base tone

right at home in a modern contemporary bathroom that wants to give off that

which makes it a completely versatile product to use.

luxurious impression.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Honed

600x400x10mm
600x400x15mm

Honed

610x305x12mm
610x406x12mm

600x600x15mm
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JAIPUR HERITAGE
ANTIQUED LIMESTONE
Warm, olive, beige and copper under tones give this stone a real feel of a worn
country house floor. Hand chiselled and tumbled edges with a brushed finish also
add to the historical look making it seem as if the stone has been laid there for
decades. With our Jaipur being incredibly hard and dense, it becomes one of the
many Premier Stone products which can be laid throughout the entire house.
Also, suitable for indoor outdoor living.

HERITAGE
COLLECTION

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled & Brushed

825x550x22mm
550xFreelengthx22mm
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HERITAGE GREY
ANTIQUED LIMESTONE

HERITAGE NERO
ANTIQUED LIMESTONE

One of the sister tiles to our Jaipur Heritage. These antiqued and tumbled

The other sister tile to our Jaipur Heritage. Our heritage Nero showcases a

flagstones bring a classic contemporary dark grey colour into the home,

beautifully deep, yet worn black colour. Looking as if it has been walked on for

making it a fantastic addition to settings within a shaker style kitchen.

centuries, it will be a welcome addition to any property. Also, suitable for indoor

Also, suitable for indoor outdoor living.

outdoor living.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled & Brushed

825x560x22mm
560xFreelengthx22mm

Tumbled & Brushed

600xFreelengthx20mm
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ASHFORD LIMESTONE

OXFORD GREY LIMESTONE

These lovely worn tiles have a tumbled edge and a textured undulating surface

A truly unique finish, which almost resembles a slight leather look makes this tile a

to give them a unique aged appearance as though they have been worn away

complete show stopper when laid. Being incredibly hard wearing with an undulated

over time. These beautiful mid-grey limestone tiles are consistent in colour and

surface is a result of one of the delicate brushing processes used.

are particularly well suited to older properties like barn conversions or country
cottages. Our Ashford Limestone is extremely durable and looks beautiful
against shakers style kitchens or set in warm comfy living areas with open fires.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled

550xFreelengthx20mm

Historical Brushed

560xFreelengthx20mm
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WINDSOR GREY LIMESTONE

HAMPTON LIMESTONE

A fantastic hard-wearing addition to our heritage collection. Mid-dark grey

Hand chiselled edges and a tumbled surface bring a sense of warmth into the

tones with a wonderfully smooth surface finish make this a very simple

olive and beige colour palette. With this limestone having a unique tumbled finish,

limestone to use throughout any home. Ever so slightly tumbled edges

it looks as if these flagstones have been walked on for decades. The perfect addition

allow this stone to be used in both contemporary and period properties.

to any home.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Honed & Tumbled

560xFreelengthx20mm

Half Honed & Tumbled

825x560x22mm
560xFreelengthx22mm
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CHATSWORTH LIMESTONE

CHELSEA GREY LIMESTONE

A pale beige surface tone makes this limestone the perfect addition to our

Beautifully varied with intricate fossils peppered throughout makes our Chelsea

heritage collection. Flagstones coming in 600xrandom lengths enables the

Limestone a timeless classic. Available in 600xfreelength with tumbled edges,

tile to cope with large floor areas with ease. Having the pale beige colour

it is perfect for large floor spaces throughout any home.

palette that it does allows this tile to work with almost any colour scheme.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Antiqued

600xFreelengthx20mm

Tumbled

600xFreelengthx18mm
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CANTERBURY LIMESTONE

COTSWOLD LIMESTONE

Hard wearing is just the start with this beautiful limestone. A lovely beige

Rich sandy beige colours give this tumbled limestone a real sense of authenticity

colour tone runs throughout with some historic looking fossils along the

towards its aged appearance. The aged appearance helps it sit comfortably in

way. Being 20mm thick, this limestone is as tough as nails.

older cottage style properties but the simplicity of its overall look can make it settle
equally good alongside contemporary kitchens and furniture. Available in 20mm
flagstones, this limestone is as tough as they come.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled & Brushed

600xFreelengthx20mm

Tumbled

900x600x20mm
600xFreelengthx20mm
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VERONA BEIGE LIMESTONE

PORTOFINO LIMESTONE

Light beige, almost autumnal tones at times, makes our Verona

A light cream background is overlaid with fine swirling lines which typifies this type

Beige limestone a pleasing sight. With softly tumbled edges and

of tumbled limestone. It looks simply stunning in contemporary kitchens as well as

almost wave like movements throughout the face of the tile allows

more traditional kitchens, hallways and living spaces. With a tumbled and aged look,

it to work seamlessly in any heritage style interior.

it becomes a durable limestone tile and is quite unique in appearance to most other
limestone tiles in colour and pattern.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled

600x400x15mm
600xFreelengthx15mm

Tumbled

600x400x15mm
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ASCOT LIMESTONE

SIENA LIMESTONE

A very chic way to bring a little character into a home. With a brushed

A beautifully tumbled and antiqued creamy limestone. With little variation from tile

finish applied and sawn edges, it gives a slightly worn but clean look to this

to tile, this limestone will blend in with any colour scheme, rustic or modern. Offered

Limestone. The brushing process accentuates the naturally occurring light

in both 600x400x15mm & 600xfreelengthx15mm, it allows great versatility for little

grey veins throughout the marble while leaving the surface smooth and

and large spaces.

durable for everyday life. This pale, creamy, powder-soft coloured limestone
is the perfect match to any colour scheme throughout.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Brushed & Tumbled

600x400x20mm
600xFreelengthx20mm

Tumbled

600x400x15mm
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600xFreelengthx15mm
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ROCHESTER
GREY LIMESTONE

REGENCY
GREY LIMESTONE

Intricate fossils with a mid-grey base colour give this flagstone a real

From the same area as our Palermo Limestone, this tumbled pale grey limestone

authentic historical look. Quite a varied stone from piece to piece with an

offers a cool and chic approach to antiqued tiles as we know them. Perfectly suited

abundance of character enables this tumbled flagstone to be the perfect

to a rustic twist in a contemporary house or would be right at home in a converted

tile for throughout the entire ground floor of the house, old or new. Also

barn house.

available in 600xfreelgnths mean it is an easy choice for any large area.
Also, suitable for indoor outdoor living.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled

600x400x15mm
600xFreelengthx15mm

Tumbled

600x400x15mm
600xFreelengthx15mm
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PALERMO LIMESTONE

PROVENCE LIMESTONE

A dense, softly tumbled light beige limestone, with beautifully detailed fossils

Similar in characteristics to our Palermo, the Provence limestone has

throughout. Our Palermo limestone will fit seamlessly into period properties

a light grey base tone which in certain lights and settings can show

or even add a little character into contemporary interiors. Offered in a range

hints of beige, letting it sit perfectly amongst any interior, modern or

of sizes from 600x400 to a Grand Opus pattern set, this limestone can deal

rustic. Offered in a range of sizes from 600x400 to a 900x600, this

with any size of project.

limestone can deal with any size of project.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled

600x400x15mm
600x900x15mm

Tumbled

600x400x15mm
600x900x15mm

600xFreelengthx15mm

600xFreelengthx15mm

Grand Opus Pattern Setx15mm
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DORCHESTER
BEIGE MARBLE

KENSINGTON
MARBLE

Soft tumbled edges with a cream and beige base colour give this

A beautiful combination of both cream and soft beige shades

marble a warming heritage appearance. Also, being an incredibly

throughout, give this marble a warm and antiqued look. With its

dense marble helps it when laid throughout homes, perfect for

tumbled edges, this marble really lends itself to period properties.

everyday life around the house.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled

610x406x12mm

Tumbled

610x406x12mm
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DESERT OLIVE
SANDSTONE

DESERT GREY
SANDSTONE

This is the sister tile to our desert grey sandstone. Quite varied from tile to tile

These fantastic antiqued sandstone tiles have a hand-cut tumbled edge

incorporating distinct beige, grey, olive and taupe tones, which are particularly

and textured riven surface to give them a unique aged appearance as

well suited to older properties like barn conversions and country cottages.

though they have been worn away over time. Not much variation from tile
to tile and a light powder grey colour makes these flagstones perfect for any
interior design schemes.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled & Brushed

840x560x20mm
560xFreelengthx20mm

Tumbled & Brushed

840x560x20mm
560xFreelengthx20mm
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MARINE LIMESTONE
(TUMBLED)
Softly worn edges give this variation of our classic Marine Honed
limestone an antiqued feel. Making our Marine stone more apt for
a rustic style property.

TRAVERTINE
COLLECTION

FINISH

SIZE

Tumbled

610x406x12mm
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SILVER

SILVER TUMBLED

A classic tile in the world of stone. Our silver travertine has a subtle silvery grey base

Our classic silver travertine but in a tumbled finish creates a different side

tone with intricate beige swirls running over the face of the tiles. Quite varied from

to this travertine. With its tumbled edges and face, it creates a timeless aged

tile to tile, it allows for a dramatic effect to be created on any floor and wall.

look which will look perfect in any country cottage.

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

Honed & Filled

610x406x12mm

Tumbled & Unfilled

610x406x12mm
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BLACK STAR
GALAXY GRANITE
One of the most dense natural stones we have in our inventory.
Our Black Star Galaxy Granite showcases a deep black base with
copper flecks throughout to give it a subtle amount of sparkle under
the light. The perfect tile for bathrooms and even large floor areas,
due to our range of sizes on offer.

SPARKLE
COLLECTION

FINISH

SIZE

Polished

305x305x100mm
406x406x10mm
610x305x10mm
610x610x12mm
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STARLIGHT
QUARTZ RANGE
A man made resin composite tile which is a real show stopper. Offered in 3 colours,
deep black, pure white and a mid-dark grey, our starlight quartz range can be used in
all colour schemes. The perfect set of tiles if you want little glitz and glam in your home.
Due to our starlight quartz being made with resin, it is deemed unsuitable for use with
any form of underfloor heating or anywhere that gets constant sunlight. However, our
Black Star Galaxy Granite on the previous page can be used in all these situations.

BLACK STARLIGHT
QUARTZ

WHITE STARLIGHT
QUARTZ

GREY STARLIGHT
QUARTZ

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

SIZE

FINISH

Polished

400x400x12mm

Polished

400x400x12mm

Polished

600x300x12mm

600x300x12mm

600x600x12mm

600x600x12mm
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SIZE

600x300x12mm
600x600x12mm

Premier Stone are importers and distributors of Premium Grade
Natural Stone Tiles, supplying both Retail and Construction markets.
We are fully focussed on our core range of products and constantly have stock of all lines at
unbeatable prices. Service and quality are our priority – we’re confident nobody comes close.

NEW LINES added all the time.
If you have any questions, either contact the showroom where you received this brochure
or call our Technical Support team who will be able to direct you to our retailer in your area.
If you require Technical Support, call on 0161 205 3384 available from 9am to 5pm (Mon – Fri)
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